20TH ANNUAL FREE FILM FESTIVAL
REFRESHMENTS, OUTDOOR MUSIC & SPECIAL EFFECTS
13 Bach Road • Saugerties, NY  Theme: IMPORTANT

AUG 27 - TUESDAY
6:30 OPENING CEREMONY
6:45 TANK MAN The man who stood in front of tanks at Tiananmen Sq. massacre, 1989.
7PM Crazy Against the Nation Activist creatively provokes fascist regime in Slovakia.
8:30 THE DRONE Sci-fi story of a small quadcopter as its protagonist.
9PM CROWS OF THE DESERT A Hero's Journey through the Armenian Genocide 1915-1919 true story.

AUG 28 - WEDNESDAY
6:30 Eternal Waltz Tarot card reader recognizes true love.
6:45 24-Hour Workday Explores conditions of long hours & wage theft of workers.
7:15 Revolution Selfie: The Red Battalion People’s army as an act of love to end "War on Terror.”
9:30 MISSION WOLF: EXPERIMENT IN LIVING Rescued wolves & volunteers who keep them alive.

AUG 29 - THURSDAY
6:30 THE ROLE OF A LIFETIME A man, a woman, a payback in today’s world.
6:45 When All That’s Left is Love Wife is determined to care for Alzheimer husband.
8:15 THE CLINIC Experimental study in psicovivina via a skeptical woman. Q&A
9PM b00bs: The War on Women’s Breasts Thermography & ultra sound 95-99% accurate; not invasive. Q&A

AUG 30 - FRIDAY
7PM PIPE DREAM Narrative film on early days of Carol Burnett.
7:30 WHISPERERS & WITNESSES: PRIMATE RESCUE, A VISUAL JOURNEY Two women save gorillas & chimpanzees. Q&A
8:45 The Mambo Ten Music & dance from Cuba before Castro’s Revolution.

AUG 31 - SATURDAY
7PM Jack is Pretty A little girl strikes out on her own to find happiness amidst bullies. Q&A
7:45 LEFT ON PEARL Occupation takeover by women at Harvard Univ. in the 70’s. Q&A
9:30 Renegade Dreamers Beat poets, music & politics in NYC. Q&A

SEPT 1 - SUNDAY
7PM Embraces & the Touch of Skin Animated poem on need for hugging & contact.
7:10 RANTING & RAUING Comedy. Man is a loser. Worse yet, couple has problem child.
7:50 Brooklyn Roses Feminist mother struggles in ’50s-’60s in working class Brooklyn. Q&A
9:45 The Silent Soldier & the Portrait Stolen portrait from a Count’s house returns years later.

SEPT 2 - MONDAY
11AM LIGHT A CANDLE Tibetan activists light most candles for world record as a PR event.
11:30 Shaholly Amputee becomes trail blazer model. True story of perseverance.
11:35 THE DACHSHUND IN A PICTURE FRAME Artist paints money. It becomes real. She loses painting skill.
12PM IN HARMONY WITH NATURE Art, music & traditions of Wari Tribe in India.
12:23 Tight Spot A shoe shiner discovers his client’s dark secret.
1PM MERMAIDS Mexican Wall is brought to a halt. Q&A
1:20 TANA BANA India’s traditional textile dying, weaving & embroidery industry.
1:45 My Theatre In Fukushima, Japan, man inherits old movies & theatre w/ much success.
2:15 Signature Activism in opposition to a proposed gas pipeline. Q&A
2:35 Too Young for a Memoir Man plunges into memory, nostalgia & regret. Animation.
2:40 Here’s Your Flag Army officer tells mother an algorithm predicts son will die in battle. Comedy. Q&A
2:50 FISHING WITH FATHER Dad & son bond over fishing, then dad has a stroke.
3:15 DANCER BY THE SEA Woman living by seaside adopts abandoned baby otter. Animation.
3:25 Anything For the Ones We Love Musical. Indigenous and white man unite fleeing ecological disaster. Q&A
4PM SUNCATCHER Kara finds her car stolen which is also her Venice, CA. home.
4:15 DRUMS, LIES & VIDEOTAPE A spoof on Woodstock hippy drummers. Community effort matters.
4:30 CADENCE Female recruit complains she doesn’t like the marching chant. Q&A
4:50 SHINE Italian American immigrant explains passion as a shoe repairman.
5:30 THE LIGHT BRIGHT MAN OF ROCKAWAY A luthier explains original musical instruments that light up.
5:40 Butterscotch A high end escort meets a brain damaged woman; life changing.
6PM Paradise Boogie Early blues influence from the Black Bottom & Paradise Valley Alley in Detroit.

N.Y. Thruway Exit 19 Saugerties. 2 mi. Rte 212 toward Woodstock, Rt in Centerville on Blue Mtn. Rd. Go 1.5 mi. Bear left after Mountain View Deli. Go 1.5 mi. Left on Bach Rd. First left fork down long driveway. from Woodstock, N.Y. Rock City Rd, it on Glascow, ft on W. Saugerties Rdl. 4.5 mi. to stop sign, right then right on Bach Rd. First left fork. Down a very long driveway.
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